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During the 
Jordan Brand atmos to open shop on the day before the grand Limited launched in the summer by the World Basketball Festival
project specially set up this shop in New York open up a fresh outlook in Harlem Yu District of atmos, the establishment of the special
temporary store makes all Air Jordan fans as one of the bright eyes. The shop display the full range of For the Love of The Game
planning related series of single product, at the same time to store the global Air Jordan Legacy disclosed for the first time "For the
Love of The Game Laser Collection Skull x Air Jordan VII/IX, in addition to" For the Love of The Game Pack "in the opening when the
new limited edition. When the opening night many heavyweight scene, including Jordan Brand and Bun Smith creative director Mark
B, Fabulous, Jadakiss, rapper udaoch. In addition Jordan Brand special display a whole body of North Carolina blue paint Team
Jordan Suzuki, this dream Shenpin heavy machine appearance is to let all the fans of the Air Jordan Jordan Brand Pop-Up Shop@
more crazy, New York atmos grand opening party launched here, let us feel the atmosphere of the scene! 

< >

as the NIKE launched the black history month series of female models - AIR JORDAN 1 RETRO HIGH ; GIRLS "BHM" finally
confirmed in January 17th will be on the store shelves. 

shoes in order to highlight the theme specially with a black and white color, and a decorative lace to toe. 

such a neutral style, Amy, do you like it? 
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